
Minutes from admin.meeting Monday 30-07-07

Present: Jan-Aage, Anders, (X), (X) and (X)

Absent: (X). She will join in again in the following time. She has just come back from USA 
now.

� Jan-Aage started with sharing perspectives around the South Koreans in Afghanistan, 
and his dream about himself and Osama Bin Laden. Nothing is impossible for God, 
and He needs that someone lays down a sacrifice!

� Zambia-team: It has been and is a big fight, because it so important. Pastor Sydney 
and pastor John are coming either the 7th or the 8th of August, and they will visit a lot 
of homes to bless and do house-cleansing and they will do prayer-walks around in 
Oslo and more.  Jan-Aage has a sense that Sydney and John will live in Torp house, 
but he is not sure.  Anders will continue working with the people in Malmøya, and 
book it for the Zambia-team if the price is under 60 per person per night. The 30 th of 
August pastor John and Sydney will move to Malmøya (or another place), with the 
other 5 in the team that are coming together with the Bwalya family.  (X) suggested 
that we could maybe rent a department for 2-3 weeks from someone who is on 
vacation. (X) mentioned that her parents are buying a new small house close to where 
she lives, and that maybe Norwegians coming to attend in September can live in that 
house.   We need a lot of money for everything to work out. After the 7th, we must start 
working on how to invite and market. Jan-Aage has already sent out several e-mails to 
different people and many sms`s. Ps.We can lead by letting people help out, and be 
blessed.  Maybe even people from outside of the church would like to help out.  If we 
have ideas about what to do, we can ask Anders if it is a good, and he will be capable 
of giving a good feedback and make a decision. NB: The media will be interested and 
there will be something coming out in the media. The breakfast for the leaders at the 
8th of September will start at 09.00 instead of 10.00. The second week at daytime there 
will be practical, hand-on ministry and training in deliverance. From the 18 th to the 29th 

of September John and Sydney will probably move back to Torps house, and will 
continue training in deliverance, how to keep the deliverance etc. 

� Anders has bought an adapter to the sound-table we have had for a long time, so that 
now it can be used again!

� We already have 20 head-sets to use for simultaneous translation to other languages, 
and Anders has checked the price for a box with 4 outputs.  

� New place: Anders and Jan-Aage has been looking at a new place in Dronningens gate 
26 (we saw it when we were out looking last admin.meeting). The place is very 
promising, even if it is not big, and has only one toilet. It is an easy place to make 
something good of. There are a lot of issues to discuss, and we have a financial 
challenge in it.  Financially there are many options: we can rent it for different time-
frames, or buy it.  Maybe the (X) family would give us a no-interest loan for 5 years, 
ore maybe pay the rent for a period of time. This week we need to take an initiative. 
We have said we will answer within 48 hours. Anders has made a suggestion on how 
to use the place. He has made a sketch of a suggestion of how to use the place which 
he presented to us. We need to pray over this. We are in a process and new things 



could come up. We also need to find people with different skills, and with time and 
willingness to help set the new place in order before the team comes in September. 
When we start getting serious, we start seeing things clearer.  Let us be very open to 
hear from God right now.  

� Anders has made an Oslokirken/Apostolic Generation General Cooperation Info plan 
(2007 version).  He used a lot of time on it, and when he is done everyone in the team 
can go through it together to improve it. Each one got a copy of the short version, so 
we can read through it. Anders explained it briefly. It is so good that someone is 
working so hard and excellent on developing a system that will work for everyone in 
the church. 

� -Data Base (X): (X) is working on it.  Is it possible to make and open system that can 
be developed? It must be possible to expand it over time. (X) says it is difficult to 
create an open system, but that you have to make a new base and just transfer the 
information you have on the old one to the new one. (X) will give a proposal on what 
things should be included within the next two days, and Jan-Aage can look at it and 
see if we can use it.  Ps.We need a backup-program for the computer!  

� Next meeting will be Thursday the 2nd of August from 20.15 to 21.45, in Skippergata.

Victory-greetings from (X), for the admin.team. of Oslokirken.


